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Introducing the project

The TresClean project will develop high-throughput laser-based texturing for fluid-repellent and antibacterial

metal surfaces using innovative industrial high-average power ultrashort-pulsed lasers in combination with

high performance scanning heads.

These technologies will be applied to produce self-cleaning and aseptic machine parts for food industry (e.g.

components in contact with biological fluids) and home appliances (e.g. dishwashers) by utilising a beam

delivery method over areas that can reach 250 mm2.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s H2020 ICT 2015 Research and Innovation

Action Framework Programme under grant agreement no 687613.

• Development of surfaces topographies with fluid repellent and antibacterial properties over large areas.

• High throughput processing technologies for functional surfaces with USP laser sources with an overall structuring

rate of up to 40mm²/s.

• High average power USP laser systems at 1030 nm wavelength integrated with fast synchronisation to scanner

technology.

• Fast scanning technology for beam movement (200 m/s) and high throughput production to support lasers up to 20

MHz with high average power up to 1kW.

MAIN OBJECTIVES
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The Partners

 The University of Parma (UNIPR) is a state university comprised of 18 Departments and offering 36 B.Sc courses, 38 M.Sc. Courses and 17 Ph.D

Courses. UNIPR has developed one of the first self-cleaning ceramic tiles. For the TresClean project, the equipment available in the university’s SUPERMAT

LAB will allow to measure the wettability of the surface in static and dynamic conditions, the AFM will help to determine the nanoscale roughness of the

surface and the interferometer will help to determine the topography and roughness of the surface.

 The University of Stuttgart (USTUTT) division which will be working on the TresClean project is the IFSW (Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge). The institute

was founded in 1986 and is made up of three main departments, Laser development and Optics, Process Development and System Engineering, in place

since 1st January 2016 to bridge the gap between laser development and process development. All three departments will be involved in the project.

 Centre Technologique ALPhANOV (ALPhANOV) is a technology center located in Bordeaux, France. It is a young structure which acts as an interface

between universities and industries, the aim being to take new technology innovations from TRL levels 3-4 to TRL level 7-8 where industrial partners will

take over. Alphanov is not a university as they do not do fundamental research and are not an industrial partner either as they do not do any self-

industrial exploitation, their role is to support industries in applying innovation.

 Raylase AG (RAYLASE) mother company is located in Germany and has a daughter company in China. Their major products are for fast beam steering

based on galvanometer scanners based on two different types of technology, the dual axis scan heads and the three axis scan heads. RAYLASE is one of

the industrial partners of the project, very little fundamental research is done in house and most of the company’s activity is towards product

development.

 Ecor Research SPA (ECOR) is located in the North of Italy and was founded in 1976 where it started as a stainless steel raw material trading company.

In the 80’s they started their collaboration with Tetra Pak and started experimenting in the fields of automatic machines, particularly in the field of

automatic alimentary fluid feeding pipes. Ecor Research SPA was created in 2009, keeping the food industry as their main production sector. The function

of every component they produce for the food field is tested before it is put on the market.

 BSH Electodomesticos Espana SA (BSH) is the home appliance group of Bosch and is present all over the world. The BSH company involved in the

project is located in Zaragoza, Spain. Regarding the TresClean project, BSH’s targeted application will be the dishwasher and looking at solutions on how

to reduce resource consumption, focusing here on the water circulation system.

 Kite Innovation (Europe) Ltd (KITE) was founded in 2006 and is based in the UK. KITE works with research-intensive university and commercial

sectors to support research collaboration, enterprise, and knowledge-based business development, with a special focus on European research

collaboration and now Horizon 2020. In the TresClean project, KITE will be supporting the Coordinator with the overall project management



Project concept and main objectives
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How to bring the 

‘lotus leaf effect’ 

into high troughput

production?

Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS)Lotus leaf   hierarchical structure 

It is well-known that in nature there are structures which can prevent the adhesion of fluids on the surface, in particular

the phenomenon of the lotus leaf. The micro structures of the leaf are covered by 3D wax structures in the order of the

nanoscale, which gives the water drop a very high contact angle of >150° and prevents the layer from getting wet. This

phenomenon is obtained by entrapping air bubbles in the bottom of the nano-bump grooves. This is what the TresClean

Consortium will aim to replicate in production on metal components, evaluating how it can be used for cleaning

purposes and demonstrating that if a well ordered roughness structure can be created, it would prevent wettability in

some cases. The surface structuring in this case will be created with lasers.



Project concept

To achieve the surface texturing with lasers, two possible options will be investigated. The first option is by direct

lithography, where direct laser interference patterning enables a pattern of grooves based on removal of polymer surfaces,

moving towards metal components. The second method is much faster but more difficult to control, inducing surface

instability by using ultra-short laser pulses. The idea is not only to obtain those results on flat components, which will be

tested at the beginning of the project but to transfer and implement the results on industrial irregular shaped components.

The techniques will then be tested on two industrial cases which are really important in the emerging photonics market.

(a) Spatially modulated energy deposition (“interference” pattern)

(b) Self-organization model: fs irradiadion induces high 

degree of instability at the surface.



Overall work package structure

Market oriented technology

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

• Design of functionalized surface structures to meet the requirements

• Processing technologies to produce such surfaces

• System technologies to enable high throughput production



 WP1 is about defining the conditions of the technical applications and work has already been done in this area,

where the industrial partners have started to provide details about the contaminants and the treatment fluid to

be investigated.

 In parallel WP2 will study how to design the surface and model the reaction phenomena between the fluid and

the surface roughness.

 WP3 will investigate how to obtain types of roughness in a certain periodicity or certain height of the micro-

bumps using ultra-short pulse lasers.

 WP4 will start to compile a view on how to construct the laser set-up, how to integrate and upscale the results

obtained in WP3.

 WP5 is related to the development of the high-speed Scan head and controller for surface structuring.

 This will then lead to the upscaling process in WP6, having a view on how this process can be upscaled to treat

large surfaces.

 In WP7 the industrial partners will verify the case studies, to see if the techniques and the process parameters

are enough to treat industrial components.

 WP8 is dedicated to Dissemination and Exploitation planning, how to spread the outcome of the project as the

aim is to have a market orientated technology.

 WP9 is related to the overall management and Coordination of the project.

Overall work package structure



Anticipated outcomes

The anticipated outcomes for ECOR’s

application, will be successfully treating

the external surface of feeding pipes using

milk and water as flushed fluids, treating

a surface larger than 500 cm2. The idea

being to decrease the maintaining cost,

increasing the value of the component by

reducing the need of substituting the part

contaminated by the external environment.

The anticipated outcomes for BSH’s

application, will be the treatment of the

dishwasher tank plastic component, treating

the metal moulds that are used for the

injection of the tank. In this case the aim is to

reduce the formation of biofilm and improve

the overall quality of the component and the

value of the machine itself.


